O FOR A FAITH THAT WILL NOT SHRINK

1. Give me faith that will not become weak
   Although bothered with many enemies;
   That will not fear
   No-matter I become poor or troubled.

2. Give me faith that not complain
   Beneath YOUR punish hand,
   But during time full grief and pain
   Can depend on my God.

3. Give me faith that shines bright
   When storms whirl around me;
   Faith that during danger don't know fear,
   During dark feels none doubt.

4. Give me faith that patient here world's mean look,
   Not worried with world's smile;
   Give faith that sin can't destroy,
   And devil's plans can't fool.

5. Give me faith that walks God's holy way
   Until life's last breath disappears
   And with pure and heavenly shine
   Makes bright my death bed.

6. Lord, give me faith as this;
   And then, no-matter what happens,
   I will know on earth that holy blessing
   Belong my eternal home. Amen